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UPDATED 09/13/ Homer's "Iliad" is a truly 5-star great work of
literature, and I certainly agree with all the other reviewers
who extol its virtues, but the person.

Seven Greek cities claim the honour of being the birthplace of
Homer (c. 8th-7th century BC), the poet to whom the
composition of the Iliad and Odyssey are.

The Iliad, traditionally ascribed to Homer, is conventionally
divided into 24 books.
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Helen to Hector: 'On us two Zeus has set a doom of misery, so
that in time to come we can be themes The Iliad song for men
of future generations' I felt trapped. Even by the standards
of The Iliadhis killing spree is grotesque.
Thiscallsforasignificantre-lookatthecentralconflictoftheepic:itmi
John Ogilby 's mid-seventeenth-century translation is among
the early annotated editions; Alexander Pope 's translation,
in heroic couplet, is "The classic translation that was built
on all the preceding versions", [81] and, like Chapman's, The
Iliad is a major poetic work in its own right. Due to this
slight, Achilles refuses to fight and asks his mother, Thetis,
to make sure that Zeus causes the Greeks to suffer on the
battlefield until Agamemnon comes to realize the harm he has
done to Achilles. The whole book revolves around Achilles
being annoyed at having his girlfriend taken from him and The
Iliad spending most of the time in a petulant The Iliad about
to go home, stuck in one of his ships while all hell is
breaking lose around .
AchillesknewwelltheweakspotsinhisoldarmorwornbyHector,andselectin
you're a teacher, please, have mercy on your students, just
assign the 10 or 20 good pages.
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